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what particular medicines were prescribed, but the quanti. THE aD AND THE SUN. 
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ties of each might baffie all attempts at interpretation, and Mr. Oliver Byrns, of Canada, has forwardea to us a pam. 
whether we take ten grains or twenty grains of strychnin is phlet in which he argues that, because the pupil o� the eye 
a matter of serious importance to the patient. In such an becomes expanded during the darkness of nig-ht, the disk of 
extremity we dare say that the druggist tries to err on the the sun on its rising is apparently larger Than when that lu· 
right side, and halves the supposed amount, and he is now minary reaches the zenith. He also says that when the sun 
accused of forg( tting to make a corresponding deduction in is in the horizon its rays have to pass through a thicker stra· 
the price. The physician's side of the story is that the tum of air than when it is overhead; that the atoms of air 
apothecaries are sometimes not properly educated, and hence are competent to intercept it portion of the sunlight on its 
make mistakes in reading prescriptions. They say that passage, and the greater the distance of the air to be passed 
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pharmacists must be familiar with Latin and with all the through, the more light will be cut off. Hence the gross 
abbreviations usual in the profession. On the other hand, amount of light which reaches the observer's eyes will in. 
some of the pharmacists say that the doctors have neglected crepse from sunrise till midday, and decrease from midday 
their own Latin and are far behind the times in chemistry. to sunset, and the pupils will contract and expand in pro· 
They lay at the door of the physician that he attempts io portion. He finally thinks the time may come when the or· 

_ .______ compound the most impc;ssible mixtures, in utter contempt bit of the earth will be found a circle. Comment on such 

VOL. XXVIII., No.6. [NEW SERIES.] of the laws of affinity and of double decomposition. When theories is useless. They indicate a mental atmosphere of Tweuty.eightlt Year. I prescriptions of this character come into the hands of the ignorance of astronomy, optics, and physio ogy so dense that 
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experienced apothecary, he sometimes secretly changes them; the strongest light of common senRe would become utterly 
or, if the chemical reactions do not form poisons, he follows absorbed in endeavoring to permeate its obscurity. We sup· 
strictly the letter of the law and tllrows the responsibility pose that if this philosopher took a dose of belladonna or in. 

Contents: upon the doct@r. We have been told by a profeswr of serted a little atropia in his visual organs, he would expect 
(Illustrated articles are marked with an asterisk.) chemistry in New York that certain prescriptions have I to see the sun cover nearly the entire firmament. 
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THE DOCTORS AND THE APOTHECARIES. room, and crammed for a degree. danger of steam is that, when escaping under great press' 

Apothecaries were originally confectioners, engaged in There are, therefore, evidently two sides to the question ure, as when superheated, it will scald any one who is close 
making preserves, clMldied fruit and bonbons for the tables which is now agitating the medical press, and it would be to the point of escape; while, at a distance, it coois so rap· 
of the rich. By degrees, they took to dealing in healing well for both parties to seek for a remedy of the evils com· idly by its own expansion that it soon 'becomes harmless. 
herbs; and after the invention of distillation, sublimation plained of. The medical profession is one of great d4,nity Dr. Wiedenbuch's last opportunity of witnessing the effect· 
and the chemical processes, they fitted up laboratories with and importance. The health of a community is entrusted to iveness of steam as a fire extinguisher was on the occa. 
furnaces and expensive apparatus; and in consequence of the physicians, and the responsibility is a grave one, requiring sion of a fire in a factory 180 feet long and 30 feet wide; 
cost attending such improvements the governments granted years of careful preparation and nicely tested experience. it was one story high, with an attic separated by a wooden 
certain monopolies and privileges, and in the course of time Hardly second in importance, owing to the immense progress floor. The attic was filled with a great mll.ny tuns of 
the art of compounding medicines became a science, a.nd the made in chemistry and pharmacy, is the education of the rags, sllavings. leather scraps, etc. ; and among these, a fire 
physicians gladly handed over their prescriptions to persons apothecary. Colleges of pharmacy are quite as necessary as broke out in the night, which was only discovered when llalf 
more familiar with drugs than they themselves were. The colleges of medicine, and, if both the physician and apothe. the roof was in flames. As the location of the establish· 
modern apothecary is, or ought to bEl'; a man of as thorough cary are thoroughly educated, the question of Latin prescrip. ment was quite out of the way. more than an hour elapsed 
education as the physician. but it too frequently happens tions or technical terms would have less significance; it the fire engines arrived from the nearest station; 
that the ancient and original idea of the confectioner's shop would soon solve itself, and we should hear no more about meanwhile the conflagration met but little resistance, by 
1S retained, and thl! druggist becomes a dealer in small wares, it. But all the education in the world would prove of little reason of the very unsatisfactory preparations against fire, 
or, in other worus, a shopkeeper. In Germany it is consid.. value without absolute honesty in prescribing and equal in· and soon the whole roof was in flames; it fell in, and the 
ered entirely infra dig. for a pharmacist, as a scientifically tegrity in compounding. The physician should know what fate of the lower story appeared sealed. There was a steam 
educated apothecary prefers to be called, to sell candy, hair he is about, and, after making his diagnosis and prognosis, boiler in an outhouse with the furnace banked; the fire 
brushes and articles of the toilet. The regular profession should write his prescription with due care and deliberation; therein was quickly increased by means of wood, the 
confine themselves to the p'reparation of medicines and the and this being done, the apothecary must follow it to the steam being still up. A courageous carpenter, contrary to 
filling up of prescriptions, and their position in society is on last grain. Any tampering with prescriptions, as one would the orders of the Fire Marshal, who had decided that the 
a par with that of the doctors. We are reminded of these present a false invoice at the Custom House, for the purpose walls should be thrown down, went into the burning factory, 
things just at the present time by the accusations, brought of greater pecuniary profit, is not to be tolerated for a mo· and by means of a heavy axe broke the first cast iron steam 
by some medical practitioners against certain apothecaries, of ment, and ougH to be visited with penalti.es far more severe pipe he could reach; of course the steam immediately es· 
falsifying prescriptions for purposes of gain. It sometimes· than are ever attaohed to an infraction of revenue laws. Let caped under considerable pressure, filled the whole place, 
happens that the medicine called for by the prescription is a the phYBicia�s and apothecaries unite together in securing and extinguished one burning mass after the other; and 
very dear one, and, if the usual pre fit were to be charged, such legislatIon as will protect both themselves and the com· even the rag heaps in the attic, which, after the fall of the 
the druggist would lose the customer and the patronage of munity from the impending danger. roof, were burning in the op"n air, became more and more 
the doctor at the same time. The statement is made that, • ' •• • surrounded with steam, so that in half an hour after the 
to avoid this double calamity, only half tke prescribed quan- PHOTOGRAPH PORTRAITS···AN IMPROVEMENT. steam was admitted all danger was considered over, and the 
tity of the rare ohemical is lIaken, or some cheap drug is sub- At a recent meeting of the Photographio Society of the firemen, who had in the meantime anived with their en· 
stituted for the dear one. This is a pre� serious charge to American Institute in this oity, a discussion took place upon gines, considered their labor unnecessRliY, it having been so 
make against a whole profession. all,.d we ha'Ve not seen it the merite of the new method of shortening the exp€lsure of effectually replaced by steam; 
anywhere stated that the doctors are so sweeping in their photograpWc plates in taking gallery portraits. Several of The German papers point out that every manufacturer 
denunciations; but there have been so many instances of our leading photographers took part in the discussion, and who uses a steam boiler possesses the most powerful fire 
complaint of gross negligence, if not of intentional fraud, specimen negatives were shown. Mr. H. J. Newton exhib. �xtinguisher. which he may make availal)le by proper addi. 
that it is the duty of the pharmaceutical profession to cause ited a negative upon which were two pictures, both of the tional arrangements. For instance, wrought iron gas pipes 
a searching investigation to be made into the truth or falsity same subject, showing no apparent difference, although one connected with the boiler, branching off into every room, may 
of the charges. It is bad enough to have blunders committed, was taken with an exposure of seventeen seconds, the other be provided with stop cocks which, in case of fire, may be 
and it would be intolerable to supplement the difficulty by with only seven seconds. In the example of another nega. turned on, and so every portion of the building may be filled 
adding intentional fraud. We confess to a feeling of sym· tive, one of the pictures had an exposure of thirty· six sec· with steam. It is recommended, especially, that theaters 
pathy for the apothecaries when they attempt to decipher onds, the other eighteen seconds, both equally good. The should have steam tubes connected with a system of heating 
the hbroglyphics handed to them under the name of pre· operation is as follows: The sensitive plate is first placed in in which, by means of petroleum or some equivalent as fuel, 
8criptions; and we cannot comprehend why it is not as easy the camera and exposed to red light, which is admitted a great quantity of steam could be raised within ten min· 
to write out the order, for that is what it amounts to, on the through the tube. the mouth of which is covered by a red utes, or even less, and blown into the burning portion ot 
dXuggist iIi a clear and comprehensible language as it is to colored glass. This exposure to red light is continued for the building. As no pressure is necessary for such an ap· 
indicate it in abbreviated Latin and ornament it with cabalistic from ten to twenty seconds. The shield slide is then pushed paratus, it may be constructed in a simple manner, and still 
signs and symbols. If a merchant sends an order for goods, in and the red glass removed, after which the portrait of be perfectly safe; but the quantity of steam must be suffi· 
he writes it in a clear legible hand, and he generally gets the sitter is taken in the usual manner, except that the time cient, and therefore the whole problem is to generate the 
what he wants. This is an ordinary business transaction, of sitting is greatly reduced. largest possible amount of steam at low temperature and 
and if a mistake were to be made it could be rectified without This is a very simple improvement. Any of our photo. pressure. 
endangering the life of anybody. It is really, therefore, of graphic readers may try it, and adopt it in their galleries. Finally, it is proposed in Germany to make transportable 
less consequence in such matters to be so very particular; Mr. Anthony, Mr. Kurtz, and other photographeM regarded steam boilers, and connect them in case of fire with a system 
but, in the matter of drugs and poisons, one would think the process as quite useful. Mr. Kurtz said the great object of tubes, with which the buildings are to be provided, and 
that every precaution ought to be taken. We recently read of the photographer, in portr�iture, was to secure a natural which is accessihle at the front of the house, so as to be 
in a medical work that arnica was a favorite remedy in Ger. expression of the features; in a 10Lg exposure, it was im easily connected �ith the steam generator in the street. We 
many for amaurosis, and the following formula is recom· possible for any sitter to maintain such expression. Then, may here remark that this very same plan was patented 
mended: in taking portraits of children, it is of the first importance in this country, in the spring of 1870. by Dr. Orazio Lugo, a 

a. Ext. Arnicre, .... . .  , . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . •  3 ij. to have a short exposure of the plates. The improved pro· distinguished chemist at that time residing in Baltimore. 
cess gives these advantages, without much perceptible loss The plan was at that time very favorably received by insur' 
in the details. The theory on which this process depends ance companies; and it is remarkable that it has not yet reo 
appears to be this: when the photographic action is once ceived a more extensive applic.ll,tion. 

Strychnire Sulph., .................... gr. xii. 
Conf. Rosre, ...................... q. s., ft. pil. cx!. 

This is all very well when printed, but suppose it comes 
to the apothecary in a cramped and irregular hand, written 
with a pencil and ha.lf rubbed out. He may be able to read 

started on the plate, it is easily maintained. It may be' com- We wonder what our German friends will say when they 
pared to the inertia of a wheel or a car. When the inertia are informed that, according to 8. no less authority than the 
is once overcome, it is easily kept in motion. Fire Marshal of the metropolis of the New World, steam is 
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